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ABSTRACT
Since the introduction of nuclear power as a producer of electricity, power 
companies have been dealing with the problem of spent fuel waste. With the 
availability of temporary waste storage in short supply, the federal government has 
invested in the research of permanent nuclear waste storage. Such a massive 
undertaking can only be accomplished by examining each part of a permanent 
repository to ensure the safety of the whole. One area of study is the criticality 
achieved by emplaced radioactive waste. In this study, a series of parametric 
analyses were completed to show the relative change in the value of k ^  due to 
changes in canister composition, intrusion of water, and increased enrichment of the 
fuel. It was found that k ^  was increased approximately 33% when the canister was 
completely flooded, however, the effect of tuff saturation was minimal. Also, 
different materials and canister thickness changed k ^  between 6.44% and 8.75%. 
The term expresses the ability of nuclear fuel to sustain a chain reaction. Greater 
than one, k ^  signifies supercriticality and less than one, subcriticality. It is hoped 
that by showing a range of computed values of k^, materials, canister side-wall 
thicknesses, and enrichments can be chosen to promote the lowest possible k ^  for the 
system and increase the margin of safety for a repository. Funding for this work was 
supplied by grant DE-FC08-90NVI0872 from the Department of Energy, Yucca 
Mountain Project Office.
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NOMENCLATURE
O
Presented here are symbols which are found in more than one location within this 
report. All symbols are explained in their appropriate section in greater detail.
Symbol Description
Av Avogadro’s Number (6.023 x 1023 atoms/g-mole)
Aw, A, Atomic weight (amu’s) for the ith isotope
B Buckling Coefficient
e Fast fission factor
/  Thermal utilization factor
Icff Effective integral
kjff Effective multiplication factor
k«, Infinite multiplication factor
L Thermal diffusion length
1 Lump correction
N Number Density (nuclei/bam-cm2)
rj Thermal fission factor or Reproduction factor
£ Logarithmic energy decrement
p Resonance escape probability
Pnl Non-leakage probability
PWR Pressurized water reactor
P Density
Microscopic absorption cross-section
° p Sigma-P correction factor
Microscopic scattering cross-section
^p-lum p Sigma-P lump correction
^p-m at Sigma-P material correction
Er Macroscopic cross-section of fissionable elements
s , Macroscopic scattering cross-section
2 . Macroscopic transport cross-section
S Surface area
T Temperature (Kelvin)
V Volume
V Ratio of the number of neutrons produced by 
thermal fissions per neutron absorbed
ix
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
In humanity’s quest for better technology, the need for new sources of power 
has been required. From his own brute strength to that of animals, to water wheels, 
to coal, to natural gas, to oil, to gasoline, man has tried to balance the benefits of 
increased power generation against supply shortages and environmental hazards. The 
most advanced form of power generation has been nuclear power. It seemed to 
encompass all of what society required from a power source (strength, inexhaustible 
supply) with small environmental effects (no large scale mining, no hazardous plant 
emissions). One problem with this energy source has been the safe management and 
care of the spent fuel waste. A chief concern in the safe handling and storage of this 
waste product involves criticality, the ability of the fuel to sustain a chain reaction. 
The National Regulatory Commission requires in regulation part 10 CFR 60.131 that 
the multiplication factor remain below 0.95 in any normal or accident scenario [1]. 
In this work, the criticality of waste storage containers under various accident 
scenarios was studied.
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1.1 THE FIRST REACTOR
The first nuclear reactor to achieve a critical fission chain reaction was built 
beneath the old Stagg Field football stadium at the University of Chicago in the 
1940’s [2]. Since that time, through research and development, nuclear reactors have 
grown into massive generating plants creating electricity for communities around the 
world. The care and disposal of spent fuel has become a world-wide problem.
1.2 DESIGN OF A REACTOR
A nuclear reactor is simply a device in which a nuclear fission chain reaction 
can be maintained and controlled. The most basic building block of a reactor is a 
fuel pin. A fuel pin is made of a cladding tube, usually made of a zirconium alloy, 
which contains fuel pellets, (fig. 1) The length of a typical fuel pin is approximately 
366 centimeters. The fuel commonly used is uranium dioxide enriched to a certain 
percentage. For example, 2.5 % enrichment would refer to uranium dioxide that 
contains a uranium ratio of 2.5% U-235 and 97.5% U-238. The rods are bundled 
into fuel assemblies, (fig. 2) A standard Westinghouse PWR (pressurized water 
reactor) is composed of rectangular assemblies that contains 17 by 17 fuel rods 
locations. Nestled within several of the fuel pin locations are control rods. These
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moveable rods are filled with neutron poisons or absorbers. The function of the rods 
is to control the neutron flux in the reactor, thereby controlling the generation of 
power.
The fuel assemblies are housed in the reactor core. In a very simplistic 
model, energy, in the form of heat, is generated by the fission reaction. Fission 
causes pressurized water piped over the core to be heated in a primary fluid loop. 
Because of the high pressure of the fluid, the water in the primary loop is 
superheated without conversion to steam. This water is fed into a heat exchanger to 
heat water in a secondary loop to steam. It is this steam that runs a conventional 
steam turbine to create electrical power, (fig. 3)
The fission reaction is made possible by neutrons traveling through the fuel 
assemblies. When a neutron strikes a fissile atom the atom may "explode" or 
"fission", releasing large fission fragments, radiation, energy and other neutrons, 
(fig. 4) These neutrons go on to collide with other uranium nuclei and the reaction 
continues. The amount of energy released depends on the number of fission 
reactions, which in turn depends upon the number of neutrons traveling though the 
core. Therefore, it is important to know the magnitude of the neutron flux and to 
control it at all times.
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1.3 SPENT FUEL
The fuel assemblies are removed from the reactor after three years. At this 
point, much of the useful fissile uranium would have been consumed. The fuel 
assemblies are stored in on-site water pools to allow the fuel to "cool". These pools 
were never meant for the permanent storage of waste, but allow the radiation from 
the fuel to decrease and decay heat to be safely eliminated. However, since President 
Carter signed the bill that outlawed breeder reactors in 1977 and due to the fact that 
regional repositories were never built, fuel assemblies have remained in the pools. 
These pools are costly to build and maintain. Those in existence have been steadily 
filling up in spite of reracking, consolidation of assemblies, and research in the 
design of dry storage techniques. Even with such precautions the amount of fuel is 
reaching levels which require further action. With pressure from power companies 
increasing, the federal government reviewed the options and decided a permanent 
spent fuel repository was needed. Because spent fuel is still radioactive, precautions 
must be taken to ensure that there are no harmful releases of radiation or 
radioisotopes to the public or environment. A national "deep geologic repository", 
would be constructed underground to house canisters containing spent fuel 
assemblies. It would be designed so that natural and engineered barriers would keep 
any harmful releases to a minimum, (fig. 5)
1.4 LONG TERM STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
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Realizing that a permanent storage facility would be needed to handle spent 
fuel and other accumulated radioactive waste, the United States has researched 
permanent disposal techniques since the 1940’s. There have been many options 
examined such as; emplacement in subseabed formations, lowering waste into six 
mile deep drill holes, launching waste into outer space, transmutation, and burying 
waste in geologic repositories. The federal government decided the best way to 
handle waste was to build a geologic repository and made this decision official with 
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA).
The NWPA made the Department of Energy (DOE) ultimately responsible for 
the disposal of radioactive waste. It also delegated responsibility for specific areas 
to various Federal agencies. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency is 
responsible for setting environmental standards and the Department of Transportation 
is responsible for establishing regulations and procedures for transporting the waste. 
The NWPA requires the DOE to handle waste by siting, licensing, building, and 
operating a geologic repository and to site a second repository in the eastern United 
States. (The second siting was postponed in 1986) Due mainly to cost, the selection 
process for a repository site was limited to 3 sites and finally only Yucca Mountain 
in Nevada was selected to undergo the final studies needed to begin licensing. [4]
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The most commonly suggested plan for the repository [9] is borehole 
emplacement of the waste canisters. Borehole emplacement refers to drilling a deep 
borehole and lowering cylindrical canisters into the hole to sit either on the bottom 
of the hole or on a pedestal of some sort. (fig. 6) These boreholes would be made 
in the floor of large drifts made underground.
1.5 IMPORTANCE OF NEUTRON POPULATION TO POWER GENERATION
Fission occurs when a fissile nucleus and a neutron interact. This reaction 
releases other neutrons with the potential to hit other nuclei and thus the reaction can 
be sustained. It is mandatory that this multiplication of neutrons slows and in fact 
stops over time in a repository, for if the reaction accelerates, so does energy 
production. If uncontrolled, it could lead to explosions, meltdowns, and the release 
of radioactive products. Since it is the neutron population which instigates the 
reaction, keeping a count of neutrons in the system will give an accurate description 
of the reaction.
Neutrons will either be absorbed, lost out of the system or involved in 
scattering collision. What actually happens to the neutrons is decided by the laws of 
probability combined with geometrical and isotopic compositions of the system.
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Knowing what will happen to neutrons in a system is the starting point for calculating 
how many neutrons will exist in a generation. One can then compare the number of 
neutrons in one generation to that of another, to gain an insight into whether neutron 
multiplication is occurring. To quantify neutron multiplication, we define the 
criticality constant as the ratio of the neutron population of the current generation 
to the neutron population of the last generation. If the fission reaction rate is 
increasing, will be greater than one. If it is decreasing, it will be less than one 
and if it remains the same, it will be unity, signifying criticality. It is absolutely 
necessary that k ^  remain below one at all times to ensure the safety of a repository.
1.6 IMPORTANCE OF k ^  TO WASTE PACKAGE DESIGN
Since the geometric and isotopic environments surrounding the spent fuel 
effect the criticality of the system, it is important to examine how great of an 
influence changes in these parameters can have. Parametric studies involving 
enrichment levels of the fuel, canister material selection, and incorporation of water 
can help researchers and scientists make educated decisions about the design of the 
repository that will help it remain safe in the future.
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To design a safe geologic repository, it is necessary to furnish scientists and 
engineers with proper information concerning criticality and the above mentioned 
changes. Not just finite numbers, which may be misleading, but overall trends in 
Kn-  These trends may predict problems unrecognized in the past. Also, due to the 
time period that the repository must remain in operation, these trends in may give 
clues to the effect of time on criticality in the repository.
Presented within this report are calculations of percent change of k̂ ff in tables 
and graphs. These will hopefully demonstrate the effects, if any, that changes in the 
canister environment will have.
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF PAST WORK
2.1 REVIEW OF CRITICALITY RESEARCH
The criticality of nuclear fuels has been studied as long as the feasibility of 
nuclear power. However, with the accident at Three Mile Island and studies of the 
Yucca Mountain Repository, more research papers have been written on the subject 
of criticality safety outside of a reactor.
Criticality studies may be divided into two broad categories: supercritical 
reactor design and, subcritical studies of fuel. Subcritical studies include the analysis 
of ^  in situations where criticality must absolutely be avoided, such as during fuel 
transportation, handling, fabrication, and storage. Broad discussion of both 
categories may be found in references [2,3].
Extensive subcriticality analyses were done using recent Monte Carlo neutron 
simulation codes, including several studies of the Three-Mile Island incident. 
Williams, et al. [5], wrote an overview of criticality safety of the incident. In 1982, 
criticality studies for the defueling process at Three Mile Island Unit 2 began. Since
9
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the accident occurred, the configuration of the core was unknown. Also, it was 
decided that a dry defueling approach be used. This approach combined with the 
uncertain core geometry created new criticality safety obstacles. It was necessary 
that criticality safety be guaranteed for the determination of appropriate neutron 
poisoning for the reactor coolant system, design of the defueling canisters, the 
canister-handling devices, the storage racks, the shipping cask, tools, equipment, and 
support systems.
The XSDRNPM code was used to examine changes in k-eff due to the 
introduction of foreign materials. A series of KENOV.a runs were used to 
demonstrate that a plasma arc torch could safely dismantle the lower core support 
assembly. The criticality codes NULIF, NITAWL, XSDRNPM and KEN04 were 
used for canister criticality analyses. The defueling was handled by the GPU Nuclear 
Corporation with support from the Babcock and Wilcox Company and Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. These computer codes are typically written by the nuclear 
industry to compute k ^  and are approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC).
Knief [6] also wrote on the criticality safety of the recovery program. He 
pointed out that for the TMI-2 reactor core attention was focused on the "best 
estimate and worst-case geometric configurations". There were also extensive
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criticality analyses done before the recovery operations began. The objectives of the 
studies were the "evaluation, identification, and verification of (1) the reactivity of 
postulated TMI-2 core configurations, (2) the reactivity of potential fuel 
accumulations outside the core, (3) the potential reactivity effects of various 
perturbations resulting from the proposed activities, and (4) the boron concentration 
required to maintain an adequate margin of subcriticality under all postulated credible 
conditions." [6]
The codes used for the analyses were the normal codes used in criticality 
safety calculational methods and in reactor design. To take in to account "diverse 
fuel arrangements with varying neutron-energy spectra" the codes, KENO, NIT AWL, 
XSDRPM, ANISN (all contained in SCALE), PDQ, and NULIF were used.
Libby [7] conducted studies on heterogenous mixed-oxide systems. This 
article looked at plutonium-uranium fuel mixtures outside a reactor and compared 
critical dimensions for heterogenous systems to those already known for homogenous 
systems. Their research found, using the EGGNIT-II code, the critical dimensions 
for the heterogenous systems to be smaller than for homogeneous systems. The 
authors felt that this difference could be attributed to the different self-shielding 
effects in the heterogenous systems.
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Tomlinson [8] studied the effect of water mists on criticality. This technical 
paper focused its study on the effect on criticality of low density water in an 
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (dry type). The fuel model was based 
on a Westinghouse 17 x 17 PWR fuel assembly containing 4.0% enriched uranium 
dioxide. Twenty-four control rod tubes were located in various positions in the 
assembly. The array was assumed infinite in both the lateral and axial directions.
The authors examined three accident scenarios. In the first scenario, water 
was introduced into the space between the assemblies. Once the intra-assembly space 
was full, the assemblies were fully flooded. The second scenario was the opposite 
of the first. In the third, the assemblies and space between them were filled with 
water at the same rate. Criticality was calculated by the AMPX system of codes (67 
group cross-section library, KENO-IV). Results showed that for each case, using 
irradiated and unirradiated fuel, that criticality was achievable for the lower range of 
water densities.
Specific to deep geologic storage, Weren, et al. [9], wrote a safety analysis. 
This project was performed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation’s Waste 
Technology Services Division, subcontracted by Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory as part of the Department of Energy’s Civilian Radioactive Waste 
Management Program. The purpose was to find if the designs for spent fuel waste
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packages for the vadose zone in tuff developed at LLNL met the criticality 
requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (10 CFR Part 60).
This report examined four, out of 10 postulated fuel canister configurations: 
(1) a nominal dry configuration, (2) a nominal flooded configuration, (6) container 
partially gone - optimal rearrangement of rods - flooded, (10) clad and disintegrated 
pellets optimally mixed - flooded. Six Westinghouse 17 x 17 PWR fuel assemblies 
were emplaced in each canister with 4.0% enriched uranium fuel. Using a version 
of AMPX modular code system (218 group cross-section library, KENO-IV Monte 
Carlo criticality program all developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory) the study 
found that all configurations would be subcritical except configuration (10). When 
using fresh fuel (no bumup), the results were uncertain.
Other studies related to spent fuel criticality at Yucca Mountain were 
summarized by O’Neal, et al. [10], in a preclosure analysis. This report is an 
overview of the designs proposed for a repository to be built at Yucca Mountain. It 
discusses criticality in a small section titled, "NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 
ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS".
The report cites the following papers and concludes that criticality in the spent 
fuel waste container is not possible except when certain conditions are present.
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Baxter, R.G. (1983), "Description of Defense Waste Processing Faculty 
Reference Waste Form and Canister", E.I. du Ponte de Nemours & 
Co., Savannah River Plant, Aiken, SC., DP-1606, Rev. 1.
Weren, B.H., M.A. Capo and W.C. O’Neal (1983), "Nuclear Criticality 
Safety Analysis of a Spent Fuel Waste Package in a Tuff Repository", 
Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL- 
15575.
Westinghouse (1983), Advanced Energy Systems Division, "Conceptual Waste 
Package Designs for Disposal of Nuclear Waste in T u ff , 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Rept. No. ONWI-439.
The conditions which would cause k ^  to be greater than 0.95 are reported as:
"1. The emplaced canister is loaded with spent fuel with equivalent
(depleted) loading greater than 1.4 to 1.6-wt%. And,
2. The canister is breached and filled with water. And,
3. The spent fuel rods or space frame have disintegrated. And,
4. a. The spent rods have rearranged into an optimal configuration.
Or,
b. The Zircaloy cladding has disintegrated and all the spent fuel 
has fallen into a pile."
The conclusions were that the criticality analyses and safety precautions taken 
were successful in ensuring that no criticality problem would exist and that 
subcriticality would be maintained throughout defueling and postdefueling monitored 
storage phases.
2.2 REVIEW OF KENO CRITICALITY CODE
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There are few facilities available for actual criticality experimentation. One 
such facility is owned by the Babcock & Wilcox Fuel Company. However, such 
testing and experimentation is extremely costly and dangerous. These factors make 
actual testing impractical for many situations including the repository because of the 
shear volume of experiments which would need to be done. Since experimentation 
cannot be done to satisfactorily test all the scenarios for the repository, the use of 
computer codes to simulate the system became very important. The codes used in 
many criticality studies is the KENO family of computer codes. A version of this 
code was used in this report.
In the mid-sixties G. E. Whitesides and G. W. Morrison wrote a small Monte 
Carlo program to be used as a benchmark test for evaluating computer acquisition 
bids [11]. After testing the code on an IBM 360 and the subsequent purchase of the 
computer, Mr. Whitesides decided to develop a Monte Carlo Criticality code for use 
on the machine. In 1969, this original code, named KENO (also called KENOII), 
was published. The code featured, "flexibly dimensioned storage, fixed-format input 
data, KENO or ANISN format cross-sections with P, scattering, a single fission 
spectrum for a problem, simple geometry input, multiple box types, and the 
availability of 16-group differential albedo boundary conditions". Input and cross
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sections were entered on cards.
An improved version of the code, named KENO IV, was released by Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory in 1975. In this version data, except geometry data, could 
be inputed in free-form. Other changes and improvements were; cross sections 
could be read from libraries in the KENO, ANISN, or AMPX formats, lifetimes or 
generation times could be calculated, energy and region dependent fluxes could be 
calculated, region dependent fission densities could be calculated, calculations could 
be made in forward or adjoint mode, data from a previous case could be used, 
checks were added to reduce input errors, there were seven options to chose initial 
source distribution, and a restart option was added. This code ran on either an IBM 
mainframe, VAX, or SUN mainframe.
In due course KENOV was released. An extension of KENO V, KENOV.a, 
was published in 1984. The big improvement was to allow "an array of arrays 
capability and the introduction of ’holes’, to allow embedding entire units of box 
types within a geometry region". It is this function which allows fuel assembles to 
be modeled as rods within a canister. This code is also available to run on a 486 PC 
which can save long, expensive run times on mainframes.
SCALE was published in 1982 and included KENO V. KENO V had 
improvements over KENO IV such as; "flexible data input utilizing data blocks and 
keywords, defaulted values for the parameter data, the ability to specify origins for 
cylindrical and spherical geometry regions..., the capability of supergrouping energy 
dependent data, a Pn scattering model in the cross sections,..., and improved restart 
capabilities", and AMPX or ICE cross section formats. SCALE was available for 
the IBM mainframe or CRAY supercomputer and is written in a combination of 
fortran, C, and assembly language.
CHAPTER 3
ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, the analytical basis for criticality computations will be 
summarized. First, the classical method of calculating by accounting for the 
creation of neutrons by fission and their loss by scattering and absorption will be 
reviewed. This method culminates in the "Four-Factor" formula presented in sections
3.2 through 3.4. A MATHCAD computer program is presented in section 3.5 that 
uses this technique to solve for in a waste package using modified two-group 
theory.
Beginning in section 3.6, a discussion of the Monte-Carlo technique and the 
KENOV computer code is presented. This comprehensive code was used extensively 
through the remainder of this study.
3.1 CROSS-SECTIONS
The probability that interactions between neutrons and nuclei will occur is 
expressed in terms of cross-sections. Microscopic cross-sections given by the symbol
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a , may express the probability that scattering, fission, or absorption interactions may 
occur. Units for a  are unit area (of target area) per nucleus. Neutron cross-sections 
are normally tabulated for hand calculations or entered as computer libraries (ENFB, 
AMPX) for computer codes like KENOV.
3.2 NUMBER DENSITY
The KENO V criticality code employs the Monte Carlo method for 
determining an average for a given system. The Monte Carlo method relies on 
probability to determine what happens to a neutron during its lifetime. These are 
called neutron histories. In order to predict the destiny of the neutrons the computer 
code must have a way of calculating the chance that the neutron will interact with 
another nuclei. This is done by inputing ’number densities’ into the code. The 
number density refers to the number of nuclei in an amount of material. The code 
can then predict whether a neutron will collide with another nuclei, what type of 
nuclei it would be, if the interaction would cause a fission, or exit the system 
undisturbed. The following equation can be used to calculate number densities:
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In KENOV.a units for number densities are ’nuclei per bam-centimeter squared’.
3.3 SIGMA-P CALCULATIONS
Sigma-P is the name of a correction factor used to correct number densities 
for the geometric configuration of radioactive isotopes. Unfortunately there are 
different calculational methods for finding Sigma-P being used today. Since KENO 
V.a is an Oak Ridge code, the runs done here used the Oak Ridge formulation of 
Sigma-P.
The Sigma-P factor actually involves the addition of two correction factors, 
the material Sigma-P and the lump Sigma-P. These calculations must be done for 
every radioactive isotope used. The material Sigma-P takes in account the scattering 
cross sections and number densities for the elements involved. It can be calculated 
by using the following formula:
n
(3.2.1)
p~  N
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The lump Sigma-P is based on number densities and geometric configuration 
of the radioactive isotopes. This relates back to the geometric buckling coefficient 
needed to accurately calculate criticality. The calculation of lump Sigma-P is a two 
step process, first the lump correction must be found using the following:
l - W  (3.2.2)
S
Then using the value for the lump correction the lump Sigma-P is found.
o  - J -  ( 3 . 2 . 3 )
pi**p IN
For finding the total Sigma-P correction factor add the two Sigma-P parts already 
calculated,
~ ° n  +  ° n  ( 3 . 2 . 4 )
P  total Pmat Plump
There should a different Sigma-P value for each radioactive isotope. If the code 
being used to find values for criticality is a version of KENO, then the input is 
modified by the Sigma-P values by choosing the corrected ID number for the given
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radioactive isotopes.
3.4 SAMPLE CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS
The values for criticality found in my studies were calculated using 
KENOV.a, a complex computational code designed to calculate k ^  using complex 
techniques. In order to better understand what the multiplication factor means and 
the workings of the computer code, the procedure for calculating is presented 
below. However, to make the calculations reasonable there must be certain 
assumptions, not made by the computer program. Assumptions were:
1. The system involves a homogenous reactor core.
2. Modified one-group theory can be used.
This limits the accuracy of the final value calculated by hand which is why criticality 
must be found by using such massive codes such as KENOV.a. Extensive reviews 
of the analytical methods employed to study criticality are included in several nuclear 
engineering texts. [2,3]
Almost every term involved in calculating the quantity termed k^f requires
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knowing the microscopic absorption cross section for given materials. This cross 
section will vary with temperature (T) and energy and should be corrected for these 
as stated in a given system. The equation for corrected microscopic cross section is 
given below:
In this case aa’ refers to the corrected microscopic absorption cross-section. It is by 
this corrected cross-section that KENOV.a accounts for temperature. Overall, 
temperature does not greatly affect the final value of k^. From this point on, 
microscopic absorption cross-section will be replaced by their corrected values.
The term, k<.ff, represents the criticality of a finite system. The equation for 
kjff is written below.
(3.3.1)
k  - k  P
‘8  ° ° N L
(3.3.2)
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This equation is made up of two terms, k*, and the Non-leakage Probability. Once 
these two terms are calculated, the solution for k,.ff is elementary. However, the 
calculations for these terms are complex.
The equation for kM is:
k „ -e p fr \ (3.3.3)
It is also known as the ’Four Factor Formula’. The term kw represents the criticality 
of an infinite system.
The first of the four terms is the Fast Fission Factor (e). It is a ratio of the 
number of neutrons created due to both fast and thermally induced fissions per 
thermal fission neutron. It is usually set equal to one in hand calculations.
e-1.0 (3.3.4)
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The second term is known as the Resonance Escape Probability (p). It is a 
ratio of the number of thermal neutrons to the number of fast neutrons produced by 
fission. It is not a numerical constant, but must be calculated from the equation:
<-V #> (3.3.5)
p - e  ’
The Logarithmic Energy Decrement (£) is a measure of the energy lost by a neutron 
on a collision. It is actually defined as the average drop in the logarithm of neutron 
energy per collision. It is independent of energy level. An approximation for this 
value for the ith isotope is:
< r - * 2 (3-3.6)
A,+—
' 3
Error induced by this approximation is reduced as the atomic weight (A^ increases. 
Though this factor cannot give a complete description it can give an indication of the 
suitability of a material to be a good moderator. The larger £, the better a 
moderator. An individual Logarithmic Energy Decrement must be found for each
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isotope in the system. The weighted average of £ can be then found by the equation:
n
i-1 (3.3.7)
7!
The term Icff is an effective integral which gives a value for the macroscopic cross 
section over a range of energy levels. The empirical equation for Ieff is:
With these two values known, equation (3.3.5) can be used to calculate the 
Resonance Escape Probability.
The next term in the ’Four Factor Formula’ is the Thermal Utilization Factor 
(f ). This factor is a ratio of the neutrons absorbed in the fuel to the total neutrons 
absorbed in the system. The equation for (/) is:
(3.3.8)
( N o a ) f i u l (3.3.9)
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In a heterogenous core, neutron fluxes in the different components can vary. An 
assumption made in most hand calculations is that the core is homogenous, and 
therefore, the flux remains constant and can be neglected in the above equation.
The final term needed for k* is the Thermal Fission Factor or Reproduction 
Factor (??). This value is the number of fast neutrons produced per thermal neutrons 
absorbed. The value is found by using the following equation:
The term (i>) is the ratio of the number of neutrons produced by fission per neutron 
absorbed. It is a given and can be found in textbooks or references. One can now 
solve directly for k^.
The last value needed to find k,.ff is the Non-Leakage Probability (PNL). PNL 
is the probability that the neutrons will stay in the system, colliding and causing 
fissions rather than leaking out of the system. In the infinite system, there can be no 
leakage so the probability does not exist, however in a finite system this value 
depends on the Buckling, B, and the Thermal Diffusion Length, L. Buckling is a
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geometric term determined by the mix of fuel, moderator, and support materials in 
the core. The thermal diffusion length is representative of the average distance 
between collisions as a neutron diffuses through the system. It can be found by 
solving the equation:
1 1— = ! = -  (3.3.11)
The term E,, is the macroscopic transport cross section. It is the sum of the for 
each isotope in the core. If the is not known for each isotope it can be found 
using:
E fr-E s(l-cosi|f) (3.3.12)
where:
. 2 
COSilr-------
3A
(3.3.13)
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The above term represents preferential forward scattering. The equation for the 
buckling of a reactor core is analogous to the buckling of a column. It can be found 
by solving the following:
Finally PNL can be found by:
B 2-  - -  -  (3.3.14)
p n i  (3-3.15)
1+B2L2
Now everything needed to solve for lq.ff is known and can be substituted into equation
(3.3.1) for the final solution.
3.5 MATHCAD PROGRAM
The conventional codes used to find the criticality of a system are very
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intricate. It seemed justified to write a simplistic code that could calculate values of 
kjff quickly, to give the user a general idea of the criticality of the system. This code 
was used only for a check of the KENOV output. (Actual runs of KENOV.a can take 
from ten minutes to over ten hours. Because KENOV can be so time intensive, it is 
beneficial to use a less complex code to give a general idea of the criticality of the 
system.) Also, by examining the smaller program, one can gain some insight to the 
workings of the larger codes. The MATHCAD program does not give a true image 
of how the large codes perform, but gives the user an idea of what is necessary for 
evaluating criticality.
The WINDOWS version of the software package MATHCAD was used. 
MATHCAD is very desirable when one needs to solve a series of equations. Also, 
MATHCAD recognizes cylindrical coordinates, tracks units, and has built in Bessel 
Functions which all aid the calculations. The WINDOWS version was used because 
of the increased memory capabilities of this version. The output on the following 
pages show k ^  calculated using 2 group theory. This program takes into account 
variable waste package geometry, varying mass ratio of water, varying enrichment, 
and variable number of fuel assemblies. This program is used to demonstrate the 
equations necessary to determine k ^  in a waste package. This MATHCAD program 
is included for demonstrative purposes, only. Accurate calculations were done using 
the NRC-approved KENOV.a program.
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A. Overview
Assume that the spent fuel container is cylindrical in shape and contains a specified n 
of unirradiated PWR fuel assemblies. Use 2-group theory.
1. Define the temperature, pressure, and water content of the container interior.
T = (273.17 + 150)-K Ambient temperature,
p = 101325 Pa Atmospheric pressure at repository horizon.
MR =1.0 Mass ratio of water to water/air in interstitial space.
2. Define the geometry of the spent fuel container,
a. Waste package height and diameter:
h wp = 4 m d wp = 0.35m wp = . 0 1 m
b. Waste package interior volume:
3. Define the Specifications for the Spent Fuel.
enrichment =0.03
n pwr Number of PWR fuel assemblies in waste package.
4. Fuel Assembly Specifications.
a. Based on a 17 X 17 square pitch Westinghouse PWR fuel assembly.
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1 clad z 0.034-cm 
d pellet = 0958 cm
V fuel.in.pin
pellet
'pm
fuel.in.assembly n pins ^  fuel.in.pin
^  F " n pwr' ^  fuel.in.assembly
^ clad ~ n'
/d _: 2 I d  • \ 21pm
- ( - f - c , a d ) _
\  2 ^ pin'n pins'n pwr
5. Container Wall Specifications 
1 wall = * cm
wall
w p
wall
2 /d ' 2 u wp
P 304SS -7.82—t -  
cm
A 304SS =56u
P wall -P304SS 
A wall ~A 304SS
B. Computation of Cross Sections
1. Define the Atomic Weights and the Densities.
A H =1.00797 u A Cr =51.996-u A Zr =9l.22-u
A B = 10.811 u Afofo =54.9381-u A U235 = 235.0439-u
A c  = 12.01115-u A pe =55.847-u A U238 = 238.0508-u
A N =14.0067-u A Nj =58.71-u A pu239 =239.0522-u
A o  = 15.9994-u A Cu =63.54-u
A U 02 = ( 1 0 " enrichment)-A U23g +■ enrichment-A U235 + 2-A Q A U 02 = 269.959 *u 
A H20 = a O + 2 A H A H20 = 18015 -u
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PU02 ' 10-97— ;
cm
R air =287 —  -a i r  1 rrkg-K
P 304SS =7-82-
cm
'air
R airT
2. Microscopic Absorption Cross Sections 
a a_H = -332'b
c a c  = .0034 b 
a a_B =755-b
(J a = 1.88-b 
c a o  =.00019b
a a_Cr = 3 1 b  
a a_Mn ” ' 3-2 b  
a a_Fe = 2-62-b
0 a_Ni "4 8 b 
CT a_Cu = 3-7 7 b  
a a_Zr =0 180 b
°a_U235 - 694 b 
a  a_U238 = 2-71b  
°a_Pu239 =I026 b
293-K
H
293-K
C
293-K
B
293-K •oN
a O
a a Cr _
a Mn
n 293-K
a H
'a C
0 a B
’a N
ra O
n 293-K
'"a Cr
« 293-K
a Mn
293-K^
Fe
293-K
Ni
j  a a jFe
n 293-K
a Cu
0 a Zr
a a U235
CT a U238 - | -
a Ni
'a Cu
n 293-K
° a  Zr
n 293-K
pZr =6.56-
cm
P water =
°a  U235
293-K
0  a Pu239
I  I w T CTa U238
293-K
■° a Pu239
cm
°'a  H = 0 -245‘b
cj' a q = 0.003 -b
o' a B = 556 76 *b
a N = 1 386*b
o’ a 0  = 1.401-10 4 -b 
a' a Cr = 2 286 *b
a Mn = 9,734 *b
a' a Fe = 1 932 "b
a' a Ni = 3-54"b
a'a Cu = 2 -78 'b
c 'a Z r =0.133-b
&  a_U235 = 511,777 *b 
CT’ a_U238 = 1-998*b 
a Pu239= 756 604 *
3. Microscopic Scattering Cross Sections.
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°s.th_H = 38b 0 s.f_H =20-4b CTs.th_Fe -  * *'b a s.f_Fe = 1 M b
c s.th_B = 4b a s.f_B = 3-7 b a s.th_Ni = 175'b a s.f_N i: = 17'4 b
s.th_C = 4 8 b c s.f_C = 4-66b CT s.th_Cu =7-2 b °s.f_Cu =7-7 b
CTs.th_N = 10b c s.f_N ■ 9-9 b °s.th_Zr = 8 b s.f_Zr ~ 6-2 b
°s.th_0 = 4 2 b s.f_0 = 3-75b a s.th_U235 = 10b a s.f_U235 =10 b
CTs.th_Cr = 3 0 b a s.f_Cr = 3,9b 0 s.th_U238 = 8-3 b a s.f_U238 = 8-3 b
a s.th Mn ::2 3 b 0 s.f Mn ~ * 9 b 0 s.th Pu239 = 9-6 b ° s .f  Pu239 :=9-6 b
4. Microscopic Fission Cross Sections.
a  f  U235 =582-b , h / n ]  I 1293-k \ , _ . . 0 . 0 ,  ,
-  f_U235 '  ^ Y j \ J ~ Y ~ j ' C f - U 2 3 5  C f_U235 -4 2 9  185‘b
■7̂  u . N A  I I293-k'I
a f_Pu239 a f_Pu239 = l y l i J ~ Y “ l'tIf_Pu239 0 f_Pu239 “ 55a 123 *
5. Compute the Volume Ratios.
V p = 0.213-m3
V
V w p =0.385*mJ
^ =0.553
wp 
X = MR P air
P water + (p air P water) ]
Ratio o f fuel to waste package vo
Ratio of water to mixture volume
z=i
6. Compute the Number Densities.
a. Compute number densities in the mixture of water/air filling the interstitial sp
®’2 b Pair’(* -  v + P water ^A v
N
N
O.mix
H P water *' .
lO
A H
N N =0.78 pair (1 -  x>
■N
N O.mix = 3-765*1022 *cm"3
N H = 5.975* 1023 -cm'3
N n = - 1.466*106 *cm 3
b. Compute the number densities in the fuel.
A
N U 02 = PU0 2 ‘ V~ \ N U 02 = 2-447‘ 1 ° 22 *cm’3
( U02)
A
^w all ” Pwall'T7 r  N wa[j =8.411*10 'em
wall)
N U = N U02 N U235 = enrichment’N u  N U238 = N U “ N U235
N O.F =2-Nu 0 2  N u  = 2.447* 1022 -cm'3
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c. Compute the number densities in the cladding.
N Zr =PZr N Zr = 3.302* 1021 -cm'3
k ^  wp I ^  Zr
d. Sum the various number densities.
N 0  = N O.F + N O.mix N O = 8-659* 1022 *cm'3
7. Compute the Macroscopic Cross Sections.
a. Absorption cross sections:
C a_F = N U235’a a_U235 +  N U238 °  a_U238 + N O.F,(I a_0 q = 0.574 -cm' 1
 ̂a_NF " 0 a _ 0 O . m i x  + 0 a _ H H  + 0 a _ N N  + a a_Fe'^ wall  ̂a_NF -  0-4 19'em
 ̂a = ̂  a_F ■*"  ̂a_NF C a = ° " 3 ‘cm' '
b. Scattering cross sections:
1) Thermal scattering cross sections.
^s.th_U235 -°s.th_U 235'N U235 Cs.th_U235 = 0.007*cm''
^s.th_U238 = a s.th_U238'N U238 Cs.th_U238 = 0.197-a n '1
 ̂s.th_0_F '° s .th _ 0  N O.F 
^s.th O NF ~°s.th  O'^ O.mix
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 ̂s.th_H = 0 s.th_H'N H 
 ̂s.th_N =(Js.th_N'N N
 ̂s.th_wall ” ff s . th_Fewal l
S s.th_F = C s.th_U235 + C s.th_U238 + C s.th_0_F C s.th_F = 041 *cm’ '
 ̂s.th_NF “  ̂s.th_0_NF +  ̂s.th_H ^  s.th_N + s.th_wall
2) Fast scattering cross sections 
^s.f_U235 = a s.f_U235 N U235
 ̂s.f_U238 = c s.f_U238 N U238 
^s.f_0_F =(Is.f_0'N 0.F 
 ̂s.f_0_NF = a s .f_ 0 N O.mix 
^s.f_H =CTs.f_HN H 
 ̂s.f_N = 0 s.f_N-N N
 ̂s.f_wall “ 0 s.f_Fe' ̂  wall
 ̂s.f_F = ? s.f_U235 + C s.f_U238 + S s.f_0_F C s.f_F = 0388 *cm' '
 ̂s.f_NF = s s.f_0_NF +  ̂s.f_H +  ̂s.f_N +  ̂s.f_wall
c. Macroscopic fission cross sections:
C f_F = N U235'a f_U235 C f_F = °-427 ‘cm '
B. Compute the Infinite Multiplication Factor.
Use the four-factor formula to determine the value of k-infinity.
 ̂s.f_U235 - 0  007-cm'1 
 ̂s.f U238 = 0.197 •cm'1
1. Compute the fast fission factor, epsilon.
C = 1.0
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2. Compute the Thermal Utilization Factor, f.
£ a F
a_F + ? a_NF)
f  = 0.578
3. Compute the Resonance Escape Probability, p.
 ̂s.th F = 0 -41'cm
-l
N U23 8 = 2.374* 1022 -cm’3
eff : 3.9-
Cs.th_Fl° 
N U238‘cm2)
0.415
I eff= 12.721 *b
a. Compute the logarthimic energy decrement. 
.  _ 2 2
lO 2
 ̂U235 : =
1U235 2
U238
A U238 2
1 u + 3l u  3 l u  3
_ N U235 °s.th U235  ̂U235 + N U238'° s.th U238  ̂U 2 3 8 N O.F'° s.th 0 ^ 0
' avg
N U235'c s.th U235 + N U238'a s.th U238 + N O.F °s.th O
5 avg ='0064
b. Now, find the probability:
p : = e
N U238
^ avg'^ s.th_F 1024
> eff
p = l
4. Compute the Thermal Fission Factor, eta.
v U235 ~ 2 43 Neutrons produced per thermal neutron abso
I r 'Cf F
n - v U235 ti — 1.809
P a_F I
5. Computte the Infinite Multiplication Factor.
k j n f  = E f p - T i  k M =  1.046
C. Compute the Geometric Buckling.
1. The average cosine of the scattering angle in the laboratory frame is given by
(2/3 A).
’ tr F -^s.th U235' P ~ T ~T~~—  ^  ̂s.th U238’ ( 1 — ) + ^s.th O F \ ] ~
U235/ ~ \ 3 A U238/ ~ " I 3 A 0
^tr NF s.th O NF’11 I +C s.th H '|1 “ 7 7 -  + ^s.th N ' |1 " ~ T ~ ] + ^s.th vv3 A 0  -  3 • A H / ~ 1 3-AN
^tr = i>tr F +(=tr NF  ̂tr ~ 9-1 55 ‘cm’ '
2. Compute the extrapolation distance.
Id = f^ Z ll d=0.078*cm
3. Compute the extrapolated radius and height.
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D. Compute the Non-Leakage Probability for Thermal Neutrons.
1. Compute the thermal diffusion length.
L = 0.192 *cm
2. Compute the probability:
?NLjh = (Bg2-L2+ l) ?NLjh =0'"9
E. Compute the Non-Leakage Probability for Fast Neutrons.
3
E th = ~ 'k T E th = 0 055 ‘eV Average Energy of Thermal Neutrons.
E 0 = 2 M eV  Average Energy of Fission Neutrons.
IE, / o In ----
\E th
n f  =  n f  = 270.595 Number of Collisions to Thermalize.
Is avg
^tr_F ” ^s.f U235'11 ~ ~ ~ — ) + ^s.f U238'(' “ ~ ~ — ) +^s. f  O F' f1 " ~ 2  °
, 3 'A U235/ \ 3 A U238/ ' ----------\ 3 A 0
^tr NF = ^s.f O NF'1 1 ~ ; 7 “ |  + ^s.f H '(‘ " +Cs.f N' f 1 “ ” 1 + Cs.f w a l l ! 1
\ 3'A o /  -  \ 3'A HI -  3 A n
^tr.f - ’ tr F + ^tr NF ^tr.f- 5 -59'cm '
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3.6 KENOV.a
"KENOV.a is a multigroup Monte Carlo criticality program used to calculate 
the of a three-dimensional system." [12] Looking at the code directly, it becomes 
a patchwork of subroutines and functions. An extensive review of the manual 
describes the program organization in detail and a brief overview is given below. 
The program is written in various versions of Fortran, C and Assembly languages. 
Please note that the capitalized names referred to below are subroutines or library 
functions contained within the program KENOV.a. KENOV.a can be obtained from 
the Radiation Shielding Information Center located at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
The program starts with an initiation block by calling the subroutine MAIN. 
MAIN sets flags for proper data reading and calls INITAL, CLOSDA, and 
ALOCAT. INITAL calls library routines, prints the header page, reads the title 
card, reads the parameter read flag and calls PARAM. CLOSDA closes direct access 
files when a problem is completed or terminated. ALOCAT is an assembly language 
routine. When called by MAIN it is given a subroutine name and the maximum 
number of words of storage to be allocated, it then calls MASTER and passes on an 
array name and length of the array. The parameter input data is read and default 
values are set by PARAM. It calls a number of subroutines such as, AREAD,
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IREAD, FREAD, and ZREAD. Each reads a specific type of data. PARAM also 
prints the defaulted and input parameters tables and does some preliminary data 
checking and error/warning message writing.
MASTER is the controlling subroutine for the primary flow of KENOV.a 
which calls nineteen separate subroutines to read, check, and print input data, track 
calculations, and print results. Some of the more important subroutines called are 
DATAIN, MIXER, CORRE, JOMITY, PRTPLT, GUIDE, KEDIT, FITFLX, 
FREAK, JSTIME.
DATAIN reads all input data except the title card and parameter data that has 
already been read. It calls twenty subroutines or functions which read and recognize 
keywords, read geometry data blocks, generate lists, tables, names, data sets, and 
volumes containing the data sets. One of the main functions of DATAIN is to 
initialize the array which contains the ID’s for the cross sections used in the problem. 
These main subroutines called are; CLEAR, a library routine which initialize all 
included locations to zero, ARRAYIN, which reads data defining array size, 
GEOMIN, which reads geometry data, MIXIT, which reads mixing table data, 
RDPLOT, which reads plotting data, IOWRT, which generates a table that lists the 
unit numbers used by the code, their names, data set names, and volumes, and 
FLDATA, which sets default data for arrays that were not entered in the input.
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Many of the subroutines called by DATAIN in turn call other subroutines. Due to 
the deep nesting of subroutines, descriptions would be extensive.
MIXER "controls the mixing of the cross sections and the generation of the 
angles and probabilities to create a Monte Carlo formatted mixed cross section 
library". [12] MIXER has the ability to call ten subroutines to complete its goal. 
Some of the subroutines called are MIXCRS, MIXMIX, MAKANG, and MAKTAP. 
MIXCRS generates the mixture correspondence array. This array correlates mixture 
numbers to the mixture index. MIXMIX call twelve subroutines to control the actual 
mixing of the cross sections. The subroutines controlled by MIXMIX are responsible 
for printing the mixing table, initializing the mixtures, reading the AMPX working 
library, mixing the 1-D cross sections, mixing the 2-D arrays, normalizing the fission 
spectrum, summing the transfer array by group, and converting the transfer array to 
a probability density function. MAKANG’s main function is to check available 
storage to see if it is sufficient to generate all angles and probabilities for one mixture 
at a time. If there isn’t enough storage available, MAKANG supergroups the data. 
PRANG is then called by MAKANG to generate the angles and probabilities by 
calling six subroutines who’s functions range from determining the moments of a 
function from a Legendre expansion to detecting errors in angles or probabilities. 
MAKTAP writes a mixed cross section library in a Monte Carlo library format. It 
calls one main subroutine, SCOOT, to eliminate any 1-D cross section that is equal
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to zero in all groups.
CORRE is called in the case of differential albedos. It, in turn, calls the 
following subroutines; CLEAR, to initialize arrays, ALOG, a library routine which 
reads cross sections and converts them to lethargies, RATIO, which creates a 
probability table relating cross section energy bounds to those of albedos and creates 
and prints a probability table that relates albedo energy bounds to those of cross 
sections.
JOMITY is responsible for dealing with the geometry data. It generates 
additional data, checks data, writes error messages, and prints the geometry of the 
system. JOMITY calls seven subroutines which aide in reading and organizing 
geometry data. LOADIT is the subroutine responsible for loading the geometry data 
and the non-supergrouped portion of the albedo data. LOADIT calls the following 
subroutines; REED, for loading the geometry data, LODARA, for loading lattices 
and readjusting array nesting level and hole nesting level arrays, PRTARA, for 
printing unit orientation for each array, BOXC, for generating the box 
correspondence array, and LODALB, to call REED to load pointer and length arrays 
for albedo data. JOMITY also calls CORSIZ, a subroutine which sends lattice or 
array information to other subroutines to calculate overall positive dimensions of the 
global array, the maximum chord length of an unreflected array, reflected array, or
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single unit problem, and the positive dimensions of the core boundary for that array 
or lattice. It also checks if a specified unit or box type has been used, and checks 
faces of adjacent units for consistent size and shape. PRTJOM is the subroutine 
which prints the geometry data for the system. ARALBA calls another subroutine 
PRTLBA which prints unit orientation data for each lattice or array and prints error 
messages associated with the lattice. Calling the subroutine JOMCHK starts a 
lengthy process which looks for intersecting regions. It checks each surface of the 
outer region for intersections and calls the following subroutines, XXLIM, CRM AX, 
HOLCHK, and SRMAX. Each subroutine is responsible for a different type of 
surface, XXLIM is for planar surfaces, CRMAX is for cylindrical surfaces, 
HOLCHK is for holes, and SRMAX is for spheres. The final subroutine called by 
JOMITY is VOLUME. VOLUME calculates the volume of each region, calculates 
cumulative volumes, initialize arrays, determines number of times each array or hole 
is used in a reflector, determines number of times each array, unit or hole is used in 
the system, calculates and prints the number of occurrences for each unit, and 
calculates and prints total volumes for the system.
PRTPLT is responsible for the creation of printer plots. PRTPLT calls the 
subroutines; UNTCRS, creates a unit correspondence array, REED, loads picture 
data, and RELATE, prints heading and symbol map. The last subroutine called is 
PRINT, which by itself or by calling other subroutines is responsible for determining
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the number of pages needed, loading mixture numbers, and prints the line of symbols 
needed to represent mixtures in the cross section plot.
GUIDE is a very important subroutine. It is responsible for the tracking of 
individual neutron histories, and keeping track of time and generations given in the 
input data. It does this by managing eighteen different subroutines, some of which 
will be described here. GUIDE itself is a generation loop, repeating the same 
procedure for each generation specified by the input data. JSTIME is called by 
GUIDE to keep track of time passage. REED is a library routine called to load data 
needed to create the initial source distribution. RD is another library routine. It is 
responsible for loading the fission spectrum used in creating the initial source 
distribution. START is a large subroutine whose main function is generating the 
initial source distribution. It is a complex procedure and START calls on seventeen 
subroutines in the process. VOLFIS calculates the volume fraction of fissile material. 
There are eight individual subroutines called to generate starting points and LOCBOX 
determines the unit number that contains the points. POSIT finds the region within 
the unit that contains the starting points. A check then occurs to make sure that the 
region containing the stating point contains fissile material. If the region checks, 
GTISO is called to provide initial direction cosines, FLTRN is called to set inital 
energy group, and MOVE is called to load the initial data for the history into the 
neutron bank. CLEAR is called by GUIDE to initialize the fission density array and
arrays of the matrix k^. TRACK is responsible for the tracking of the individual 
neutron histories. TRACK calls such subroutines as; ALBIN, which supplies the 
neutron entry point, TRKWRT, which prints information about the current neutron, 
FLTRN, which provides random numbers, CROS, which determines boundary 
crossings, EXPRN, which provides the number of mean free paths to the next 
collision, and GTISO, which provides direction cosines. GUIDE then calls NSTART 
to provide the fission source for the next generation. FISFLX is an important 
subroutine called by GUIDE. It calculates for each generation the generation k,.ff, 
running average k^, and its deviation. It also collects and processes statistics 
concerning the flux, fissions, absorptions, and contribution to leakage. Finally 
GUIDE calls WRTGRP which writes data such as leakages, absorptions, fissions, and 
fluxes for each energy group on a restart data file.
KEDIT is the subroutine that "controls the processing and printing of results 
at the end of the problem" [12]. KEDIT, itself, is responsible for calculating and 
printing the average k ^  and deviation for the 67, 95 and 99% intervals, it then call 
PLTKEF which is a plot printer. The plots printed are of the average value of k ^  
vs. number of generations and average value of k ^  vs. number of generations 
skipped. EDITOR is then called. It determines and prints group-dependent fissions, 
absorptions, leakages, and deviations. KEDIT finally prints total fissions, 
absorptions, and leakages for the system and processes and prints fission densities.
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KENOV.a gives the user the option to print the fluxes at the end of the 
problem. To do this the subroutine FITFLX is called. FITFLX calls and utilizes 
another subroutine, PRTFLUX. Together these subroutines load and print flux data, 
normalize fluxes, calculate and print deviations, and print region- and energy- 
dependent fluxes.
The final two main subroutines called by MASTER are FREAK and JSTIME. 
JSTIME was called above by another subroutine. It is a library routine which keeps 
track of time. In this case it computes the total amount of time used at completion 
by the problem. FREAK is a subroutine the computes and prints the frequency 
distribution of the k ^  calculated for each generation.
KENOV.a, as mentioned, is the computational computer code used for this 
research. It is a difficult code, at best, to follow mathematically since it 
acknowledges position, energy, direction, and time dependent variables. The input, 
though improved from earlier versions and considered free form, is constructed and 
read rigidly. The input is built of information blocks and starts with a  title line and 
comments. Each block begins with a READ statement and ends with a END 
statement. There are four essential information blocks that need to be included in the 
input for a successful run.
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The first is a Parameter block. It sets the parameters of the computer run, 
such as maximum run time, generations used in the Monte Carlo Technique, 
macroscopic cross section library, plotting of system cross sections, etc. One of the 
improvements to this code has been default values for parameters. These save 
considerable input construction time.
The second block consists of mixture data. Mixture numbers are given 
randomly by the user, the number then represents a specific compound used. Each 
element is given an ID number by KENOV.a. In defining the mixtures, the ID 
numbers are listed followed by the number density of that element in that compound. 
These mixtures are then used later to tell the computer code what type and how many 
nuclei exist in each geometry region.
As alluded to above, the next block contains geometry data. The geometry 
data uses a set of terms, called keywords, such as, cuboid, cylinder, or sphere to 
describe regions which make up a system. These terms are listed in order starting 
from the innermost region and working outward. The geometry term is followed by 
a mixture number, biasing number, and X, Y, and Z coordinates. Each region can 
be filled with a different mixture, but no two regions may overlap. These geometry 
regions may be grouped into units which are then stacked either vertically or 
horizontally. In this case vertically so that at different vertical distances the system
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may have different cross sections. A typical waste package used four regions. An 
important advance in this code was the ability to use arrays of arrays in the geometry 
data. This was necessary to create holes in the canister which when filled with a 
uranium dioxide mixture simulated individual fuel pins. These arrays would be listed 
geometrically as a unit, then listed individually under the geometry region that 
contained them.
The next block is an array block. It tell the code how to stack the geometry 
regions and in what order to fill in the mixtures. This is the end of the input data 
and the last information block needed.
Once the input is entered and read the code takes between 15 minutes and 12 
hours to run. Runs were done in sets to show changes in k^  due to changes in the 
canister environment. The output averaged twenty-two pages per run.
3.7 VERBAL DISCUSSION OF SCALE4.1
SCALE4.1 is a software package designed to perform criticality, shielding, 
and heat transfer analyses for evaluation of a nuclear fuel facility and package 
designs. It exists in two versions, one compatible with a CRAY Y-MP and one
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compatible with an IBM 3090. There are eight sequences to choose from when 
determining criticality. These sequences are labeled Criticality Safety Analysis 
Sequences or CSAS’s. The logical sequence to use in our cases would be CSAS4. 
CSAS4 calls BONAMI-S, NITAWL-S, KENOV.a, and MODIFY. Each of these are 
separate independent codes in which SCALE4.1 acts as the controller and passes 
information between them. BONAMI-S is a self-shielding code. It performs 
resonance self-shielding calculations for the nuclides that have Bondarenko data 
associated with their cross sections. NITAWL-S "applies a Nordheim resonance self­
shielding correction to nuclides having resonance parameters". KENOV.a is the code 
described in the preceding section. MODIFY modifies pitch and geometry data and 
send the new information back to KENOV.a.
CHAPTER 4
PARAMETRIC STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
In studying the criticality of radioactive waste packages, there are three areas 
to consider; the spent fuel in the canister, the canister itself, and the environment the 
canister is in. In order to do an overall study I chose to change one element of the 
designed package in each area, holding everything else constant.
The model examined in all the cases is referred to as the "Borehole Model" 
(fig. 7). In this system drift tunnels, twenty-two feet in diameter, are drilled in the 
mountain. Vertical boreholes would then be drilled twelve feet into the bottom of the 
drift tunnel. These vertical boreholes would be approximately two feet in diameter. 
The canisters containing the spent fuel would then be placed into the boreholes.
The canisters used were of the "thin wall" design. Unless otherwise stated 
they were cylindrically shaped with 1 centimeter thick walls. The canisters were 366 
centimeters long and 70 centimeters in diameter. Unless other canister materials 
were being examined, the material used was 304 stainless steel.
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4.1 CHANGE IN URANIUM ENRICHMENT
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Enrichment level refers to the amount of uranium-235 compared to the total 
amount of uranium-238 and U-235 in the uranium compound, most often uranium 
dioxide. This level is expressed in a percent, i.e. 2.5 percent enriched. The isotope 
uranium-235 is the fissile material that supports the energy-releasing chain reaction 
to take place. Uranium-238 is a fertile, it can become the fissile Pu-239 by the 
absorption of fast neutrons. The number densities of uranium must be multiplied by 
the enrichment percents before being added to the input code. This is how 
KENOV.a recognizes different enrichment levels of the same fuel. It is because of 
this that the criticality of the waste package weighs heavily on the amount of 
uranium-235 remaining in the fuel.
Though the most common enrichment for uranium dioxide fuel for a PWR 
nuclear reactor is 2.5 percent, it is possible that other enrichments may be emplaced 
in the repository. Nuclear waste materials from the Nation’s defense programs may 
have significantly higher enrichments. Cases were run with the enrichment levels at 
2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 percent to see what the effective change in criticality would be. In 
this study, percentage increases in k^  due to changes in the repository environment 
were noted so that the proper precautions can be taken to safely manage wastes in the 
repository.
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Since 2.5% enriched fuel is most commonly used in the United States, it was 
the most obvious place to begin. As explained above it would contain 2.5 % uranium- 
235 and 97.5% uranium-238. The actual number densities (always in units of 
nuclei/bam-cm2) for the uranium dioxide used were:
U-235: 5.69 E-05 
U-238: 2.228 E-03 
0 2: 4.55 E-03
Next 3.5% enrichment was used. The actual number densities for the 3.5% 
enriched uranium dioxide used were:
U-235: 7.97 E-05 
U-238: 2.2 E-03 
0 2: 4.55 E-03
The highest enrichment level thought to be possibly stored in the repository 
is 4.5%. This level was used in numerous calculations because it is assumed to be 
a conservative value. The actual number densities for the 4.5% enriched uranium
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dioxide used were:
U-235: 1.02 E-04 
U-238: 2.168 E-03 
0 2: 4.55 E-03
It was important to note that only the number densities of U-235 and U-238 
changed with enrichment levels. That is because as explained above, enrichment 
refereed only to how much of the total uranium in a mixture was U-235, not how 
much uranium actually existed. Also, the above numbers represented total number 
densities. Those number where broken down further by ID numbers depending on 
the Sigma-P values that were calculated for U-235 and U-238. Also, the change 
in enrichment was not examined alone, since it is obvious that as enrichment levels 
increase k^, would increase. Environmental factors varied included canister 
material, canister thickness, and water levels in the gap between the canister and 
borehole.
4.2 CHANGE IN CANISTER MATERIALS AND THICKNESS
The type of material surrounding the nuclear waste package can greatly affect 
the criticality of the system. Some materials are good neutron moderators and some
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good absorbers. In any case, it is fundamentally important that we know the effect 
that these materials have on k^. There are six materials that have been promoted as 
suitable candidates for the canister by the DOE. These six are: 304 stainless steel, 
316 stainless steel, Alloy 823, copper, aluminum-bronze, and copper-nickel.
These metals were examined and compared on a number of points. Criticality 
was computed for each material type. Each canister was identical in size and shape 
with 1.0 centimeter thick walls and in each run the canister material was changed. 
Also, criticality was computed for varying thickness of the canister wall. In these 
studies the canister material was held constant and the canister wall was increased 
from 0.5 centimeter to 10 centimeters. The only exception was pure copper. 
Because of its material properties, the thicknesses considered were 1 through 15 
centimeters.
4.3 CHANGE IN WATER LEVEL
In nuclear systems water acts as a good moderator. It is one of the reasons 
it is used in nuclear reactors. A moderator is a material that can reduce the energy 
of fast neutrons by slowing them down through multiple collisions thereby converting 
them into thermal neutrons. Thermal neutrons are more likely to collide with the
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fissionable nuclei to continue the chain reaction. Water makes a good moderator for 
a number of reasons. It contains hydrogen, which is a low-mass-number atom. 
Low-mass-number atoms make ideal moderators since an appreciable amount of 
neutron energy is lost in each collision. In a reactor it is used as a moderator 
because it can also act as a coolant, it is inexpensive, and has a relatively low boiling 
point. [3]
In the repository, once temperatures lower, water may be the most likely 
contaminant to enter the system. Though the current water table level is located far 
below the repository, over a period of thousands of years the water table may rise or 
fall. Water may also enter the repository through surface fractures or during 
accidents. For these reasons, k ^  versus water level in the gap was examined. The 
gap refers to the area between the canister and borehole wall (fig. 6). The gap was 
assumed to be 1.0 centimeter thick.
4.4 AUXILIARY COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Several programs were written to compute values needed in this study. They 
include:
ASSEMBLY.BAS -  This is a code that computes the amount and
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location of fuel pins in a cylindrical canister. The 
output can be inserted directly into the input for 
KENOV.
MASSH20.BAS — This is a code that computes number densities 
when different mass ratios of water are included in the 
waste canister. The output includes number densities 
for all the isotopes included in the canister.
HUMIDITY.BAS — This is a code that computes number densities for 
different levels of relative humidity in the canister. The 
output includes number densities for all the isotopes 
included in the canister.
All the above codes are included in Appendix IV.
CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
First, it is important to state that there were no overwhelming results which 
would show supercriticality in the repository. However, what was sought were 
trends that would lead scientists and engineers into choosing suitable materials and 
environments to ensure criticality safety thousands of years in the future. Actual 
numerical values are given in table form. These values include calculated 
uncertainties given by the KENOV.a code. They represent statistical uncertainties 
in the values of k^. Please note, though tables are embedded into the text, the 
graphs are located in Appendix I due to their size.
5.1 CHANGE IN WATER LEVEL IN GAP AND FUEL ENRICHMENT
It was senseless to look at changing enrichment only, since enrichment 
increases k ^  significantly. However, adding water to the system with varying 
enrichment showed interesting trends. Therefore, there were three series of computer 
runs done. In all runs, the geometric configuration of the system stayed the same. 
The canister was made of 304 stainless steel. There were seven computer runs per
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series with water level in the gap between the canister and borehole wall increasing 
with each run. Each series differed only by the enrichment of the fuel used. 
Enrichments examined were, 2.5%, 3.5%, and 4.5%.
Looking at Table 1 and Graph 1, one can see the effect of varying gap 
flooding versus enrichment. As the water level increased in each case, so did k^. 
This was consistent, since as previously explained, water acted as a moderator. 
Criticality reached a high in all cases when the gap was 92.5% full and decreases 
slightly at 100% full. This may be due to some shielding or absorption by the water. 
The overall change in k ^  in each series went down as the enrichment was increased 
(Graph 1). For instance, at 2.5% enrichment k ^  increased 38%, however at 4.5% 
enrichment k̂ ff increased only 31%. Although the difference in percent increase for 
kjff was small, it implies that water has more of an influence on the criticality of 
lower enriched systems.
5.2 CHANGE IN CANISTER MATERIAL AND THICKNESS
To examine how criticality would be effected by materials there were six 
series of seven runs computed. In each of the seven runs per series (six in the case 
of copper) the side wall thickness of the canister was increased. The actual
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Water Level 2.5% Enrichment 3.5% Enrichment 4.5% Enrichment
0.00 0.2457+0.0018 0.2847±0.0020 0.3176±0.0018
0.25 0.2898+0.0021 0.3294±0.0023 0.3611 ±0.0024
0.50 0.3195 ±0.0025 0.3588 ±0.0023 0.3960±0.0025
0.75 0.3343 ±0.0022 0.3760±0.0027 0.4032 ±0.0027
0.825 0.3388 ±0.0024 0.3795 ±0.0024 0.4087±0.0026
0.925 0.3400 ±0.0024 0.3841 ±0.0027 0.4174±0.0026
1.00 0.3366±0.0023 0.3833 ±0.0029 0.4133±0.0025
Table 1
Water increasing in the gap only, change in enrichment, 304 SS canister.
thicknesses run were 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3 .0 ,5 .0 , 7.0, 10.0 centimeters. For copper, 1.0, 
3.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0 centimeters were used. The changes in the copper runs 
were made to adjust to the material properties of pure copper. Copper had such little 
strength when compared to the other alloys that a thicker container wall would have 
to be used to provide the necessary structural integrity. Each series of runs used a
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different material for the canister. These materials were; 304 stainless steel, 316 
stainless steel, copper-nickel, aluminum-bronze, alloy 825 , and pure copper.
The actual numbers for that were calculated can be found in Table 2. The 
relationship between these values can be seen in Graph 2 and Graph 3. The material 
which showed the lowest k ^  was pure copper which for 10 centimeter thick canister 
walls had a k ^  of 0.4219. The highest k ^  was 0.4847 given by 304 stainless steel 
with canister walls 0.5 centimeter thick. Those materials showing the greatest change 
between high and low values of k ^  where 304 stainless steel and aluminum bronze 
with 8.75% change. The smallest of change occurred for 316 stainless steel with 
only a 6.44% change. (Note that 316 stainless steel was also the only material which 
had its lowest value for k ^  with a thinner wall than highest value of k^.)
5.3 CHANGE IN CANISTER MATERIAL AND THICKNESS, WATER IN GAP 
AND CANISTER
Three series of runs were done with five runs per series. The canister and 
gap were filled with water for all the runs. Three PWR fuel assemblies of 4.5% 
enriched fuel were put into each canister. Each series was done using a different 
canister wall thickness and each run used a different material. The thickness used
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Side­
wall
Width
304SS 316SS Cu-Ni Al-
Bronze
Alloy
825
Pure Cu
0.0
0.5 0.4847+
0.0023
0.4429 + 
0.0020
0.4655±  
0.0019
0.4795 +  
0.0021
0.4729+
0.0018
1.0 0.4702±  
0.0022
0.4734+
0.0018
0.4782+
0.0020
0.4703+
0.0019
0.4675+
0.0018
.4582±  
0.0017
1.5 0.4672±  
0.0020
0.4688+
0.0021
0.4639±  
0.0022
0.4696±  
0.0020
0.4613±
0.0019
3.0 0.4545 +  
0.0020
0.4547±  
0.0018
0.4471±  
0.0020
0.4526±
0.0019
0.4443±  
0.0017
.4459±  
0.0019
5.0 0.4528±  
0.0020
0.4488±  
0.0018
0.4427+
0.0020
0.4456+
0.0017
0.4409+
0.0019
.4437+
0.0020
7.0 0.4456±  
0.0020
0.4461 +  
0.0019
0.4397+
0.0019
0.4409±  
0.0018
0.4384±  
0.0017
10.0 0.4423± 
0.0018
0.4431 +  
0.0021
0.4379+
0.0018
0.4411 + 
0.0018
0.4426+
0.0019
.4219+
0.0019
15.0 .4452±  
0.0019
20.0 .4485 +  
0.0017
Table 2
No water in the system, 4.5% enrichment, changing canister material and side­
wall thickness.
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were 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0 centimeters. The materials used were, 304 stainless steel, 316 
stainless steel, alloy 825, aluminum-bronze, and copper nickel.
Again actual numbers can be found in Table 3. On the average, the values 
of for these runs increased approximately 33% over those for the dry runs. 
Again water is acting as a moderator and increased criticality. However, there were 
not great changes with either changing wall thickness or material. This can be seen 
in Graph 4. Please make note of the scale of the y-axis when looking at the graph. 
It is made very small to be able to differentiate the graphs.
ALLOY 1 centimeter 3 centimeter 5 centimeter
316SS 0.6013 +0.0018 0.6111+0.0034 0.6099+0.0032
304SS 0.6067 +0.0031 0.6091+0.0037 0.6115 +0.0035
Alloy 825 0.6118 +0.0033 not available 0.6096+0.0031
Al-Bronze 0.6088+0.0036 0.6062 +0.0034 0.6076 +0.0030
Cu-Ni 0.6072 +0.0029 0.6064 +0.0038 0.6084 +0.0034
Table 3
Values of kefr for different alloys and canister side-wall thicknesses.
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5.4 CHANGE IN TUFF SATURATION
As mentioned in prior sections, water acts as a moderator and can increase 
k̂ ff. Volcanic tuff has a wide range of porosity (20% - 30%) and can retain water. 
At the repository horizon, tuff is approximately 75% saturated with water. The 
effect of tuff saturation was not found to significantly effect k^. For 3 PWR 
assemblies in a waste package with 2% enriched unirradiated fuel, k ^  increased 
0.009 going from 75% saturated to 100% saturated tuff with an uncertainty of 0.002.
5.5 CHANGE IN RELATIVE HUMIDITY INSIDE THE CANISTER
Relative humidity is a ratio of the amount of water vapor there actually exists 
in air versus the amount of water vapor that air can hold at a certain temperature and 
pressure. Number densities for the isotopes located in the canister with relative 
humidity varied from 0 to 100% were calculated using the program HUMIDITY. 
BAS found in Appendix IV. k ^  showed little change between 10% and 90% relative 
humidity and was substantially below 1. However, between 90% and 100% k ^  
increases to approximately 0.7. The reason for this is unclear, since using relative 
humidity, the amount of water does not increase drastically in the package between 
those two percentages. This value may well be an anomaly in the data.
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5.6 CHANGE IN THE MASS RATIO OF WATER INSIDE THE CANISTER
The Tomlinson report [8] referred to a sharp increase in in the presence 
of low density water. The paper used mass ratios of water and showed that upward 
trend. The mass ratio of water inside the canister refers to the ratio of mass of water 
to mass of space in the canister. With that definition in mind, understand that the 
waste package would contain little water until reaching a mass ratio of 90%. There 
were 10 runs done using a mass ratio of 10% to 100%. All runs were done using 
3 PWR assemblies with individual pins. There were two series done, one using 
1.5% enriched uranium dioxide and another using 4.5% enriched uranium dioxide. 
Between 90% and 100% the canister fills with water. The number densities for the 
contents of the canister were calculated by the code MASSH20.BAS. This code is 
included in Appendix IV. The increases in the mass ratio of water in the canister had 
little effect on until it reaches 90%. Between 90% and 100% greatly 
increased. This was expected since the canister fills with water at these mass ratios. 
These runs showed none of the upward spikes of the Tomlinson report. See Graph 
5 for actual values of k ^  and the overall trend.
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
To review the results of the previous chapter, water, acting as a moderator 
increases the value of of the system. It would seem to have a slightly greater 
effect on lower enriched systems. A pure copper canister with a 10 centimeter thick 
side-wall was found to have the lowest value while a 304 stainless steel container 
with a 0.5 centimeter side-wall was found to have the highest k ^  value. The 304 
stainless steel and aluminum-bronze canisters showed the greatest change in k ^  when 
varying side-wall thicknesses. When changing canister material and side-wall 
thickness, with water in the canister and gap, k ^  showed no great changes. On the 
average, the values of k ^  for these runs increased approximately 33% over those for 
dry runs. Results of this work were published at a recent conference [14]. Tuff 
saturation, relative humidity changes, and mass ratio of water changes had little or 
no effect on k^.
Again, these runs were done using three standard PWR fuel assemblies in 
each canister. Unless wall thicknesses were being changed the standard was 1.0 
centimeter thick. The canister had a diameter of 70 centimeters and a height of 400 
centimeters. The gap between the borehole wall and spent fuel canister was always 
1.0 centimeter wide. All runs were done using the computer code KENOV.a.
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KENOV.a has not been experimentally verified for spent fuel in a repository.
Future work in criticality analysis is needed to compute other environmental 
effects on k^. Fuel biasmp credit, drift emplacement, and incorporation of increased 
geometric detail in the canister are effects that should be further studied. With the 
program ASSEMBLY, individual fuel pins can always be used. ASSEMBLY is 
included in APPENDIX III. Though comparison runs have not shown that using 
individual fuel pins veasas a homogenous core makes a significant change in k^ , 
utilizing a canister envasnment as exact to reality as possible will only increase the 
accountability of the remits. Also, there are models other than the borehole model 
that are gaining recognition. One such model is drift emplacement. These same 
studies may be done u ssg  this geometry.
There is also raatv information regarding a "Universal Container". The 
current study involved t&ree PWR fuel assemblies per canister and other studies 
involved six assemblies which have shown criticality [10]. The proposed Universal 
Containers would hold 23 assemblies. The presence of that much spent fuel would 
create interesting criticality problems that will require additional study.
I
APPENDIX I
FIGURES
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Figure 1 Fuel Pin
Figure 2 Fuel Assembly
Reprinted from U.S. DOE/RW-0345P
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Canister in Borehole Emplacement
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Figure 7 Borehole Model
Reprinted from U.S. DOE/RW-0345P
APPENDIX II
GRAPHS OF RESULTS
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RUN 100: WEREN PACKAGE; H20 IN GAP, FUEL, TUFF; 4.5%
READ PARA 
TM E= 120.0 GEN =103 NPG=300 LIB=41 
FLX = YES FDN=NO AMX=NO FAR= NO
RUN= YES PLT=NO 
END PARA
READ MIXT SCT =  1
M IX= 1 40100 8.85-06 92506 1.02-04 92507 1.02-04 92804 4.35-03 
8100 9.11-03 501 0.739 
MIX=3 200 1.0
MIX=41 14100 1.537-02 8100 4.409-02 13100 2.027-03
26100 1.983-04 12100 2.104-04 20100 2.599-04 
11100 8.765-04 19100 9.284-04 1101 1.739-02 
MIX=5 7100 4.09-05 8100 9.52-06 
MIX= 6  501 1.0 
END MIXT 
READ GEOM 
COM =  * PACKAGE CONFIGURATION *
UNIT 1
CUBOID 41 1 600.0 -600.0 600.0 -600.0 400.0 0.0 
UNIT 2
CYLINDER 1 1 34.0 400.0 0.0 
CYLINDER 3 1 35.0 400.0 0.0 
CYLINDER 5 1 36.0 400.0 0.0 
CUBOID 41 1 600.0 -600.0 600.0 -600.0 402.0 0.0 
UNIT 3
CUBOID 41 1 600.0 -600.0 600.0 -600.0 400.0 0.0 
END GEOM
READ ARRAY NUX = 1 NUY = 1 NUZ=3 FILL 1 2 3 END ARRAY 
END DATA
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PROGRAM Assembly
PURPOSE: Calculate the location of fuel pins in a 
number of assemblies placed in a waste 
package. Print out the information in the 
form of HOLES for KENOV.
Version: 2, w.g.c.
Date: 12/7/92
DIM x(17, 17), y(17, 17), xl(17, 17), yl(17, 17), x2(17, 17), y2(17, 17)
DIM x3(17, 17), y3(17, 17), bad.node(25)
DATA 40, 43, 46, 55, 65 , 88, 91, 94, 97, 100, 139, 142, 145, 148, 151, 190, 
193, 196, 199, 202, 225, 235, 244, 247, 250
SCREEN 9 
CLS
pi =  3.14159 
pitch =  1.2 
radius =  20 
pin. radius =  .5 
container, radius =  33
color. 1 =  1 
color.2 =  1 
color. 3 =  1 
color. 4 =  1
FOR i =  1 TO 25 
READ bad.node(i)
PRINT " Blank hole at pin location bad.node(i) 
NEXT i
INPUT "Hit < E n ter>  to continue.", junk$
label the numbers of each pin on the computer screen.
SCREEN 12 
LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT "3 PWR Assemblies in a Waste Package"
PRINT " (17 X 17 elements)
k =  1 
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17 
x =  (i - 9) * pitch 
y =  (j - 9) * pitch 
row =  INT(x +  10) +  4 
column =  INT(3.75 * (y +  10)) +  1 
LOCATE row, column
bad.pin$ =  "no"
FOR m =  1 TO 25
IF k =  bad.node(m) THEN bad.pin$ =  "yes"
NEXT m
IF bad.pin$ =  "no" THEN PRINT USING "###"; k
k =  k +  1 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT "Hit < Enter>  to continue.", junk$
Now, compute the rotated coordinates of each assembly and plot.
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17 
x(i, j) =  (i - 9) * pitch 
y(i, j) =  (j - 9) * pitch 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
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theta =  0
x.center = radius * COS(theta) 
y.center = radius * SIN(theta)
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17 
x l(i, j) =  x(i, j) * COS(theta) - y(i, j) * SIN(theta) 4- x.center 
yl(i, j) =  x(i, j) * SIN(theta) +  y(i, j) * COS(theta) +  y.center 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
theta =  2 * pi / 3
x.center =  radius * COS(theta)
y.center = radius * SIN(theta)
FOR i =  I TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17 
x2(i, j) =  x(i, j) * COS(theta) - y(i, j) * SIN(theta) +  x.center 
y2(i, j) =  x(i, j) * SIN(theta) +  y(i, j) * COS(theta) +  y.center 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
theta =  -2 * pi / 3
x. center =  radius * COS (theta)
y.center =  radius * SIN(theta)
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17 
x3(i, j) =  x(i, j) * COS(theta) - y(i, j) * SIN(theta) +  x.center 
y3(i, j) = x(i, j) * SIN(theta) +  y(i, j) * COS(theta) +  y.center 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
SCREEN 11
WINDOW (-60, -50)-(60, 50)
CIRCLE (0, 0), container.radius, color. 1 
’ PAINT (0, 0), 2, color. 1 
LINE (-50, 0)-(50, 0), color.3 
LINE (0, -50)-(0, 50), color.3
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LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT "3 PWR Fuel Assemblies in Waste Package"
PRINT " (17 X 17 elements)
k =  1 
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j =  1 TO 17
bad.pin$ =  "no"
FOR m =  1 TO 25 
IF k =  bad.node(m) THEN bad.pin$ =  "yes"
NEXT m
IF bad.pin$ = "no" THEN 
CIRCLE (xl(i, j), yl(i, j)), pin.radius, color.2 
CIRCLE (x2(i, j), y2(i, j)), pin.radius, color.2 
CIRCLE (x3(i, j), y3(i, j)), pin.radius, color.2
PAINT (x l( i,j) , yl(i, j)), color.2 
PAINT (x2(i, j), y2(i, j)), color.2 
PAINT (x3(i, j), y3(i, j)), color.2
CIRCLE (xl(9, 9), yl(9, 9)), .5, color.4 
CIRCLE (x2(9, 9), y2(9, 9)), .5, color.4 
CIRCLE (x3(9, 9), y3(9, 9)), .5, color.4 
END IF
k =  k +  1
NEXT j
NEXT i 
1
’ C. Print out the HOLE command for each fuel element. 
*
OPEN "assembly.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
z  =  0! 
k =  1 
FOR i =  1 TO 17 
FOR j = 1 TO 17
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bad.pin$ =  "no"
FOR m = 1 TO 25 
IF k =  bad.node(m) THEN bad.pinS =  "yes"
NEXT m
IF bad.pinS =  "no" THEN 
PRINT #1, " HOLE 1
PRINT f t \ ,  USING " m m M r \  x l(i, j), y l(i, j), z 
PRINT # 1 ,"  HOLE 1 ";
PRINT # 1 ,  USING " t t m # M r - ,  x2(i, j), y2(i, j), z 
PRINT # 1 ,"  HOLE 1 ";
PRINT f t 1, USING " m # t t M r \  x3(i, j), y3(i, j), z 
END IF
k =  k +  1 
NEXT j 
NEXT i
CLOSE
END
MASSH20.BAS
DECLARE FUNCTION density.liquid.water! (temperature.kelvin!) 
DECLARE FUNCTION temperature.saturation! (p.saturation!) 
DECLARE FUNCTION pressure.saturation! (t.saturation!)
PROGRAM: massh2o
PURPOSE: Determine the number density for oxygen, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen in a mixture of water and air as a function of 
the relative humidity.
DATE: 2/10/93
VERSION: 1, W.G.C.
UNITS: All units are in SI with CGS units used, as noted.
A. Define Constants.
avagadro =  6.023E+23
atomic.weight.air =  28.967 
atomic, weight, vapor =  18.016
’ (atoms/gmole).
’ (amu).
’ (amu).
gas.constant =  8314.41 ’ (J/kgmole-K).
gas.constant.air = gas.constant / atomic.weight.air 
gas.constant.vapor =  gas.constant / atomic, weight.vapor
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’ B. Obtain User Input.
CLS
BEEP
INPUT "1. What is the temperature of the air (C)? ", temperature.mix 
temperature, mix =  temperature, mix +  273 
PRINT 
BEEP
INPUT "2. What is the ambient pressure (Pa)? ", pressure.mix
PRINT
BEEP
INPUT "3. What is the mass ratio? (mass of water / mass of air-water 
mixture) ? ", mass.ratio
’ be sure to check the "humidity.relative".
»
PRINT
BEEP
INPUT "4. What is the output file name? (cons:) ", out.file$
OPEN out.file$ FOR OUTPUT AS t t l
C .  Begin Computations.
pressure.gas = pressure. saturation(temperature. mix)
’ C. 1 Compute the maximum mass ratio for fully saturated air.
w =  .622 * pressure, gas / (pressure, mix - pressure, gas)
mass.ratio.saturation =  w / (1 +  w)
density, liquid =  density, liquid. water( temperature, mix)
’ C.2 If the fluid is unsaturated, use this section.
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IF mass.ratio < mass.ratio.saturation THEN 
humidity.specific =  mass.ratio / (1 - mass.ratio)
humidity, relative =  humidity, specific * pressure.mix / ((.622 +  
humidity.specific) * pressure.gas)
pressure.vapor =  (humidity.relative) * pressure.gas 
pressure.air =  pressure.mix - pressure.vapor
density.vapor =  pressure.vapor / (gas.constant.vapor * temperature.mix) 
density.air =  pressure.air / (gas.constant.air * temperature, mix) 
density. h20 =  density.vapor
dew.point =  temperature.saturation(pressure.vapor) - 273! 
degree.of.saturation = (humidity.relative) * (pressure.mix - pressure.gas) / 
(pressure.mix - pressure.vapor)
END IF
’ C.3 If the air is saturated with water, some water liquid will be
present. Use this section for this case.
IF mass.ratio >  mass.ratio.saturation THEN
humidity, relative = 1!
’ Calculate the vapor and air pressure based on fully saturated air.
pressure.vapor =  pressure.gas 
pressure.air =  pressure.mix - pressure.vapor
density.vapor =  pressure.vapor / (gas.constant.vapor * temperature.mix) 
density.air =  pressure.air / (gas.constant.air * temperature.mix)
IF mass.ratio > .9999999899999999# THEN 
humidity, specific =  1E+38 
ELSE
humidity.specific =  mass.ratio / (1 - mass.ratio)
END IF
volume.ratio.liquid = (density.vapor - mass.ratio * (density.vapor +  
density.air)) / (-mass.ratio * (density.vapor + density.air - density.liquid) + 
density.vapor - density.liquid)
I l l
volume.ratio.gas =  1! - volume.ratio.liquid
density.h20 =  density.vapor * volume.ratio.gas +  density.liquid * 
volume, ratio. liquid
’ Redefine the density of vapor and air to reflect the fact that 
’ some of the waste package is filled with liquid water. This 
’ effectively reduces the density of the gas.
density.vapor =  density.vapor * volume.ratio.gas 
density.air =  density.air * volume.ratio.gas
dew.point =  temperature.saturation(pressure.vapor) - 273! 
degree.of.saturation =  (humidity.relative) * (pressure.mix - pressure.gas) / 
(pressure.mix - pressure.vapor)
END IF
D. Compute Number Densities.
rho.air =  density.air / 1000! ’(g/cmA3).
rho.h20 =  density.h20 / 1000! ’(g/cmA3).
rho.mix =  rho.air +  rho.h20 ’(g/cmA3).
rho.vapor =  density.vapor / 1000!
rho.liquid =  density.liquid / 1000!
’ Number densities are computed in (atoms/cm-bam).
n.air =  rho.air * avagadro * IE-24 / atomic.weight.air 
n.h20 =  rho.h20 * avagadro * IE-24 / atomic.weight.vapor
n.air.o =  .21 * n.air ’(atoms/cm-b).
n.air.n =  .78 * n.air ’(atoms/cm-b).
n.h20.o =  n.h20 
n.h20.h =  2! * n.h20
’(atoms/cm-b).
’(atoms/cm-b).
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E. Print out the Results.
CLS
PRINT n it
PRINT n »»*
PRINT n it
PRINT n tt it
PRINT #i it it
PRINT #1 "i.
PRINT #i it it
PRINT » \ tt
3!
PRINT n\ it
PRINT n it
PRINT n it it
PRINT n it it
PRINT # \ "n.
PRINT #i it it
PRINT tt
PRINT it it
PRINT it
PRINT n tt
PRINT #i it
PRINT n it it
PRINT n ti
PRINT n •t it
PRINT u \ ii
PRINT n it
PRINT #  i it
PRINT n it it
PRINT n it it
PRINT n "h i
PRINT n it n
PRINT n ii
PRINT n ii n
PRINT # i, "
Output of Program MASSH20
INPUT VALUES"
Temperature of the air mixture (C ) ..............", temperature.mix
Pressure of the air mixture (P a )  ", pressure.mix
Mass Ratio (mass of water/mass of mixture) mass.ratio
COMPUTED NUMBER DENSITIES"
A. Number Densities in the Gas"
Number density for air (atoms/cm-b) n.air
Number density for oxygen in a i r ...................... n.air.o
Number density for nitrogen in a i r ............. n.air.n
B. Number Densities in the Water (vapor and liquid)"
Number density for vapor (molecules/cm-b) ... n.h20
Number density for oxygen in H 2 0 ...................... n.h20.o
Number density for hydrogen in H 2 0 ....................n.h20.h
A. Meaurements of Humidity"
Relative humidity — (%)
humidity.relative * 100!
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PRINT " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
degree, of. saturation 
PRINT t t \ ,  " " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
PRINT #1, " " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
(humidity.specific / 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
volume, ratio, liquid 
PRINT #1, " 
volume.ratio.gas 
PRINT # 1 ,  " " 
PRINT #1, ” 
PRINT # \ ,  " " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
PRINT " 
PRINT #1, " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " " 
PRINT # 1 ,  " 
PRINT t t \ , " " 
PRINT #1, " 
PRINT #1, " 
PRINT n , " 
PRINT # 1, " 
PRINT #1, " 
PRINT #1, " " 
PRINT #1, " 
PRINT #1, " " 
PRINT t t \ ,  " 
gas.constant.air 
PRINT n, " 
gas.constant, vapor
Dew point (C ) ...........................................dew.point
Degree of saturation (%) ...........................
* 100!
B. Fractional Masses and Volumes"
Fractional mass that is water vapor 
(1! +  humidity, specific))
Ratio of liquid water volume to mix
Ratio of gas volume to mixture volume
C. Partial Pressures"
(Pa)Vapor partial pressure--------
Air (dry) partial pressure (Pa) ... pressure.air
Saturation pressure at mixture temp. (Pa) ... "; pressure.gas
; pressure.vapor
II .
D. Densities"
Density of the dry a i r -----
Density of water as vapor
Density of water as liquid (g/cm^3) rho.liquid
Density of water in waste package (g/cmA3) rho.h20 
Density of the mixture----------- (g/cmA3) ..
(g/cm^3) rho.air 
— (g/cm^3) rho.vapor
rho. mix
E. Gas Constants"
Gas constant for dry air (J/kgmole-K) 
Gas constant for vapor - (J/kgmole-K)
CLOSE
END
FUNCTION density.liquid.water (temperature.kelvin)
Purpose: Compute the density of liquid water at a specific
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temperature.
t =  temperature, kelvin - 273!
a.O =  999.9047598587349# 
a .l =  5.047722715098644D-02 
a .2 =  -7.478106954655959D-03 
a.3 =  4.096431769483024D-05
a.4 =  -1.27881915381804D-07
y =  a.O +  a .l * t +  a.2 * t A 2 +  a.3 * t * 3 +  a.4 * t A 4 
density.liquid.water =  y
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION pressure.saturation (t.saturation.kelvin)
PURPOSE: This function will accept a saturation temperature for 
water in (K) and return the saturation pressure in (Pa).
SOURCE: This data was accumulated from "Steam Table, SI", by
by J. H. Keenan, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore, 
John Wiley & Sons, 1978. (UNLV QC 311.3 S73 1978).
DATE: 12/13/92
VERSION: 3, W.G.C.
t =  t.saturation.kelvin - 273! ’ (C).
t.critical =  374.136 ’ (C).
p.critical =  220.88 * 100000! ’ (Pa),
tau =  1000! / (t +  273.15)
f(l) = -741.9242
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f(2) = -29.721
f(3) = -11.55286
f(4) = -.8685635#
f(5) = .1094098#
f(6) = .439993
f(7) = .2520658#
f(8) = .05218684#
sum =  0!
FOR i =  1 TO 8
sum =  sum +  f(i) * (.65 - .01 * t) * (i - 1)
NEXT i
p =  EXP(tau * .00001 * (t. critical - 1) * sum) 
pressure.saturation =  p * p.critical
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION temperature.saturation (p.saturation)
PURPOSE: Compute the saturation temperature for water from 
the saturation pressure. T(K) and p(Pa).
1.1 =  400! ’ Initial guess.
t.2 =  450! 
t. critical =  374.136
p.tolerance =  .1 ’ Tolerance in (Pa).
p =  p. saturation 
p .l =  pressure, saturation(t.l) 
p .2 =  pressure. saturation(t. 2) 
p.error =  ABS(p.2 - p .l)
WHILE (p.error >  p.tolerance)
t.new =  ((t.2 - t .l)  I (p.2 - p .l) * (p - p .l)  +  t.l)  
IF t.new >  t.critical THEN t.new = t.critical 
IF t.new < 0 THEN t.new = 0
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t.l =  t.2 
t.2 =  t.new
p .l =  pressure, saturation(t.l) 
p .2 =  pressure.saturation(t.2) 
p.error =  ABS(p.2 - p .l)  
WEND
IF t.new <  273 THEN 
temperature, saturation = 273 
ELSE
temperature, saturation = t.new 
END IF
END FUNCTION
HUMIDITY. BAS
DECLARE FUNCTION temperature.saturation! (p.saturation!) 
DECLARE FUNCTION pressure.saturation! (t.saturation!)
PROGRAM: humidity
PURPOSE: Determine the number density for oxygen, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen in a mixture of water and air as a function of 
the relative humidity.
DATE: 12/13/92, w.g.c.
VERSION: 1
UNITS: All units are in SI with CGS units used, as noted.
A. Define Constants.
avagadro = 6.023E+23 ’ (atoms/gmole).
atomic.weight.air =  28.967 ’ (amu).
atomic.weight.vapor =  18.016 ’ (amu).
gas.constant =  8314.41 ’ (J/kgmole-K).
gas.constant.air =  gas.constant / atomic.weight.air 
gas.constant.vapor =  gas.constant / atomic.weight.vapor
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’ B. Obtain User Input.
CLS
BEEP
INPUT "1. What is the temperature of the air (C)? ", temperature.mix
temperature, mix =  temperature, mix +  273 
PRINT 
BEEP
INPUT "2. What is the ambient pressure (Pa)? ", pressure.mix
PRINT
BEEP
INPUT "3. What is the relative humidity (%)? ", humidity.relative
PRINT
BEEP
INPUT "4. What is the output file name? (cons:) ", out.file$
OPEN out.file$ FOR OUTPUT AS # \
C. Begin Computations.
pressure.gas =  pressure. saturation(temperature. mix) 
pressure.vapor =  (humidity.relative / 100!) * pressure.gas 
pressure.air =  pressure.mix - pressure.vapor
factor =  atomic.weight.vapor / atomic.weight.air 
humidity.specific =  factor * (pressure.vapor / pressure.air) 
degree.of.saturation =  (humidity.relative/100!) * (pressure.mix - pressure.gas) 
/ (pressure.mix - pressure.vapor)
density.vapor =  pressure.vapor / (gas.constant.vapor * temperature.mix)
density.air =  pressure.air / (gas.constant.air * temperature.mix)
’ D. Compute Number Densities.
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rho.air =  density.air / 1000! 
rho.vapor =  density.vapor / 1000! 
rho.mix =  rho.air +  rho.vapor
’(atoms/cm*3).
’(molecules/cm^3).
’(atoms/cm^3).
’ Number densities are computed in (atoms/cm-bam).
n.air =  rho.air * avagadro * IE-24 / atomic.weight.air 
n.vapor =  rho.vapor * avagadro * IE-24 / atomic.weight.vapor
n.air.o =  .21 * n.air 
n.air.n =  .78 * n.air
n. vapor, o =  n. vapor 
n.vapor.h =  2! * n.vapor
’(atoms/cm-b).
’(atoms/cm-b).
’(atoms/cm-b).
’(atoms/cm-b).
E. Print out the Results.
CLS
PRINT n,  " -  
PRINT #1, "* 
PRINT #1, 
PRINT #1, 
PRINT "
- 273!
PRINT # 1 ,  ' 
PRINT n, 
humidity, relative 
PRINT #1, 
PRINT #1, ' 
PRINT n, 
PRINT t t \ ,  ' 
PRINT #1, 1 
PRINT # 1 ,  ' 
PRINT n , '
Output of Program HUMIDITY
1. Temperature of the air mixture (C ) ..............”, temperature.mix
2. Pressure of the air mixture (P a )  ", pressure.mix
" 3. Relative humidity of the air mixture (%) ...." ,
COMPUTED NUMBER DENSITIES"
1. Number density for air (atoms/cm-b) ", n.air
2. Number density for oxygen in a i r .................", n.air.o
3. Number density for nitrogen in a i r  ", n.air.n
4. Number density for vapor (molecules/cm-b) ..." , n.vapor
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PRINT t t \ ,  " 5. Number density for oxygen in a i r  ", n.vapor.o
PRINT t t \ ,  " 6. Number density for hydrogen in a i r ............... ", n.vapor.h
PRINT t t i ,
PRINT t t \ ,  " MISCELLANEOUS COMPUTED RESULTS "
PRINT t t \ ,
PRINT #1, " 1. Specific humidity (fractional) ", humidity.specific
PRINT t t \ ,  " 2. Vapor partial pressure (P a ) ", pressure.vapor
PRINT t t \ ,  " 3. Air (dry) partial pressure (P a ) ", pressure.air
PRINT # 1 ,  " 4. Saturation pressure at mixture temp. (Pa) ..." , pressure.gas
PRINT #1, " 5. Density of the dry air (g/cmA3 ) ................... ", rho.air
PRINT tt 1, " 6. Density of the vapor (g/cmA3 ) ......................", rho.vapor
PRINT t t 1, " 7. Density of the mixture (g/cm ^3)................... ", rho.mix
PRINT t t \ ,  " 8. Gas constant for dry air (J/kgmole-K) ", gas.constant.air
PRINT tt 1, " 9. Gas constant for vapor (J/kgmole-K) .............",
gas. constant, vapor
PRINT t t \ ,  "10. Fractional mass that is water vapor ............ ",
(humidity.specific / (1! +  humidity.specific))
PRINT t t \ ,  "11. Dew point (C)  ",
temperature.saturation(pressure.vapor) - 273!
PRINT #1, "12. Degree of saturation..................................", degree, of. saturation
CLOSE
END
FUNCTION pressure.saturation (t.saturation.kelvin)
PURPOSE: This function will accept a saturation temperature for 
water in (K) and return the saturation pressure in (Pa).
SOURCE: This data was accumulated from "Steam Table, SI", by 
by J. H. Keenan, F. G. Keyes, P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore, 
John Wiley & Sons, 1978. (UNLV QC 311.3 S73 1978).
DATE: 12/13/92, W.G.C.
VERSION: 3
t =  t.saturation.kelvin - 273! ’ (C).
t.critical = 374.136 ’ (C).
p.critical = 220.88 * 100000! ’ (Pa),
tau =  1000! / (t -I- 273.15)
f(l) =  -741.9242 
f(2) =  -29.721 
f(3) =  -11.55286 
f(4) =  -.8685635# 
f(5) =  .1094098# 
f(6) =  .439993 
f(7) =  .2520658# 
f(8) =  .05218684#
sum =  0!
FOR i =  1 TO 8 
sum =  sum +  f(i) * (.65 - .01 * t) A (i - 1) 
NEXT i
p =  EXP(tau * .00001 * (t.critical - 1) * sum) 
pressure.saturation =  p * p.critical
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION temperature.saturation (p.saturation)
PURPOSE: Compute the saturation temperature for water from 
the saturation pressure. T(K) and p(Pa).
1.1 =  100! ’ Initial guess.
t.2 =  150! 
t.critical = 374.136
p.tolerance =  .1 ’ Tolerance in (Pa).
p =  p. saturation
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p .l =  pressure.saturation(t.l) 
p .2 =  pressure. saturation(t. 2) 
p.error =  ABS(p.2 - p .l)
WHILE (p.error >  p.tolerance)
t.new =  ((t.2 - t . l)  / (p.2 - p .l) * (p - p .l)  +  t.l)  
IF t.new >  t.critical THEN t.new = t.critical 
IF t.new < 0 THEN t.new =  0
t.l =  t.2 
t.2 =  t.new
p .l =  pressure, saturation(t.l) 
p.2 =  pressure. saturation(t. 2) 
p.error =  ABS(p.2 - p .l)
WEND
temperature, saturation = t.new +  273!
END FUNCTION
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